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This study presented a qualitative and quantitative project risk assessment using a hybrid PMBOK model 
developed under uncertainty conditions. Accordingly, an exploratory and applied research design was employed 
in this study. The research sample included 15 experienced staff working in main and related positions in Neyr 
Perse Company. After reviewing the literature and the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), 32 
risk factors were identified and their number reduced to 17 risks using the expert opinions via the fuzzy Delphi 
technique run through three stages. The results of the confirmatory factor analysis showed that all risks were 
confirmed by the members of the research sample. Then the identified risks were structured and ranked using 
fuzzy DEMATEL and fuzzy ANP techniques. The final results of the study showed that the political and economic 
sanctions had the highest weight followed by foreign investors’ attraction and the lack of regional infrastructure.
1. Introduction

It can be stated with certainty that uncertainty exists in all projects, 
and appropriate methods should be employed to deal with this uncer-
tainty and reduce its impact on managers’ decision making [1]. One 
way to reduce uncertainty and counteract it is to use the fuzzy set the-
ory, which can reflect somehow the ambiguity inherent in the problem 
under analysis, and present results that are closer to reality [2]. There 
are many risks in oil projects which can cause many problems if there 
is no required control and planning [3]. Considering the great impor-
tance of such projects and the vital impact of oil on various aspects 
of the life of Iranian people, it is necessary to conduct extensive stud-
ies to increase the reliability of planning. Risk management as one of 
the most important branches of management science, especially project 
management, aims to increase reliability. Accordingly, several methods 
have been devised and proposed. Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic as 
modern concepts will be able to play a major role in risk management 
f they are combined with management science. Construction projects 
constitute the greatest and most important projects in the oil industry, 
and they naturally are replete with small and big risks that can be dealt 
with through accurate planning [4].

* Corresponding author.
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The oil and gas industry is the most important industry in terms of 
financial turnover and employment. Given the degree of development in 
the industry which depends on oil and its derivatives, new projects are 
initiated every day. Therefore, the number of projects in the oil and gas 
sector is very high. Considering the financial tunover of oil projects, the 
management of these projects is very important [4]. On the other hand, 
these projects are also at high risk which can be attributed to the high 
risky nature of gas and oil and the flammability and hazardous nature of 
their derivatives, which are often the cause of accidents in exploration 
and exploitation projects. For this reason, reducing the risks associated 
with oil projects, especially in exploration and exploitation projects, is 
very important [5]. Gas and oil projects are associated with a variety 
of risks in the present era. Therefore, the management of project risks 
is critical to the survival of these projects. Risk management is one of 
the phases of project management and project risk ranking is a key part 
of the risk assessment phase in the process of project risk management. 
Also, according to experts and practitioners of oil industry projects, the 
probable impact of risks affect project objectives such as cost, time, 
scope and quality of the project [3]. The PMBOK standard identifies risk 
management at various steps and provides control programs to reduce 
the severity of risks. These steps are stated as follows:
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1. Risk management planning
2. Risk identification
3. Quantitative risk analysis
4. Qualitative risk analysis
5. Risk response planning
6. Risk monitoring and control [2]

An important point in risk assessment and assessment is uncertainty. 
Uncertainty in estimating the time and cost of industrial projects is 
considered as a major challenge in project management science. Accord-
ingly, one of the most effective solutions to solve this problem is risk 
analysis. In fact, risk management is the systematic use of management 
policies, procedures, and processes related to risk analysis, assessment, 
and control activities. Therefore, prior to initiating the project, the 
project risks must be identified and quantified, and ultimately an ap-
propriate strategy taken to prevent their occurrence or mitigate their 
effects [6]. Two issues are critical in implementing the risk management 
process. First, the critical risks that have a great impact on the time and 
cost of the project are identified, because the analysis of all risks in 
a project is time-consuming and not effective. Second, after identifying 
critical risks and analyzing them, responding to the risks is essential, be-
cause the risk management is effective only in cases where the effects of 
risk are eliminated or mitigated with precise and predetermined plan-
ning as soon as the risk occurs. To this end, the use of a method that 
can perform quantitative analysis at a higher speed and reduce uncer-
tainty in the decision-making context can be effective. Therefore, the 
present study focuses on the use of statistical and multi-criteria deci-
sion making methods and fuzzy techniques which are used to structure 
and prioritize the risks of oil projects in the exploration and exploita-
tion phases. The risks inherent in oil projects due to the great number 
of these projects can have a negative impact on the project quality, 
time, and cost, and their management can greatly hinder the occur-
rence of risk-associated accidents. Thus, given the presence of European 
countries such as France for collaborating on oil projects after the Joint 
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), it seems that focusing on risk 
management and mitigating their effects is one of the requirements that 
contracting companies need to pursue engineering, procurement, and 
construction (EPC) projects. This kind of risk mitigation will also lead 
to the increased trust of foreign companies and lower their costs. The 
review of databases showed that, despite the importance of risk assess-
ment and analysis in oil exploration projects, mixed methods have not 
been employed for risk analysis and evaluation. Therefore, the present 
study seeks to use mixed methods including fuzzy Delphi, factor analy-
sis, and DEMATEL, and Fuzzy ANP techniques to propose an executive 
and operational framework for risk analysis that minimizes the risks of 
exploration projects. Thus, the main questions addressed in this study 
are stated as follows:

1. What risks exist in oil exploration and exploitation phase projects 
based on the PMBOK classification?

2. How do these risks affect and how they are affected?
3. What is the significance of each project risk?

2. Literature review

2.1. Concepts and theories

2.1.1. Definition of the project and the importance of its management

Considering the rapid development of industries in the country and 
the gradual increase of new industrial, construction, and development 
projects, correct project planning, and management is essential in these 
industrial sectors. Overall, a project can be defined as a series of com-
plex, non-repetitive, and interrelated operations that are implemented 
by the management or an administrative organization to meet certain 
goals within a predetermined schedule and budget framework: Project 
management is a process in which the project will achieve the desired 
2

outcome during its lifetime through the easiest and most cost-effective 
way. The project management process consists of three main compo-
nents: planning, implementation, and supervision [4].

2.1.2. Project planning and control system

The success of major industrial and construction projects is depen-
dent on a systematic approach to planning and controlling the way 
activities are carried out in terms of the execution time and cost. The 
main function of the project planning and control system is preparing, 
compiling, recording, and keeping the information related to different 
stages of the project lifecycle and also processing, classifying, and an-
alyzing the information, and preparing the necessary reports for the 
project manager. The purpose of this system is to direct the project ac-
cording to the determined schedule and budget, and to provide the final 
objectives and products of the project and to store the resulting infor-
mation for use in future projects. This system should assist the project 
manager in optimizing the three factors of time, cost, and quality in 
project implementation. A good project planning and control system 
should have the following capabilities and features [7]:

1. Determining the completion date of the project at the planning and 
initial scheduling stage

2. Determining the work breakdown structure (WBS) for proper im-
plementation and non-interference of activities and their resources

3. Providing cost-effective solutions to compensate for delays in exe-
cuting some project activities at the execution time

4. Delivering cost-effective solutions to expedite project implementa-
tion in case of changes in the economic and social conditions of the 
country or the project-generating organization and changes in the 
project priorities and the need for its faster implementation

5. Scheduling and planning for the use of human resources, machin-
ery and equipment, and, in general, reusing the resources for opti-
mum use of them and avoiding possible bottlenecks and limitations

6. Determining the distribution of materials and, in general, non-reuse 
resources between projects and their various activities

7. Scheduling purchase orders for materials, materials, machines, and 
equipment to reduce storage and waste costs as well as losses 
caused by stagnant project finance.

8. Determine the amount of the project’s liquidity per time unit for 
timely payment of bills and prepayments

9. Recording and analyzing the results when necessary to change the 
project planning and maintenance for use in future projects and 
prevent similar problems [7]).

2.1.3. Project planning and control stages

1. Planning stage Project planning includes tasks that are done to 
identify project activities and their interrelationships, and estimate the 
time, resources, and cost of implementing them based on criteria in 
the project-generating organization. The various project planning stages 
can be divided into the following categories: Step 1: Project analysis, un-

derstanding activities and their interrelationships, preparing the work break-

down structure (WBS)

1. Determining the project implementation phase based on the im-
plantation organization of its activities and determining the major 
activities of each project phase, i.e. dividing the project to its sub-
projects

2. Breaking down each sub-project into its components and determin-
ing all project activities based on how they are implemented

3. Designing the work breakdown structure (WBS) using a systematic 
and top-down approach, which according to the type, organiza-
tion, and scope of the project can affect the project implementation 
phases, major project activities, final product, and its components, 
units contributing to the implementation of the project or a combi-
nation of them
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4. Determining all project milestones to facilitate subsequent controls 
and emphasize the completion of some vital activities at a given 
time

5. Identifying and defining the order of activities in an accurate and 
realistic way [8].

Step 2: Estimating the time, resources, and cost of implementing each 
project activity

1. Estimating the duration of implementation of any of the activities 
identified in the first step according to the opinions of executive ex-
perts and prior experience in the implementation of similar projects

2. Plotting the project network using the critical path method (CRM) 
and utilizing professional software programs for project planning 
and control

3. Estimating human resources, equipment, and machinery required 
for implementing each project activity

4. Estimating the materials needed to implement the project
5. Identifying existing and available resources and their applicability
6. Estimating the cost of each activity with respect to their fixed and 

variable costs
7. Analyzing the project costs and comparison of the results with 

the budget determined for project implementation by the project-
generating organization [8].

Step 3: Project scheduling, resource planning, cost-time trade-off analy-

sis, and reviewing possible problems

1. Analyzing the network time, determining the critical path, and 
identifying activities that are less floating (critical activities)

2. Allocating available resources to project activities based on the ex-
isting resource constraints

3. Analyzing the project resources and changing the initial scheduling 
due to existing resource constraints

4. Leveling resources if necessary and changing the initial scheduling 
according to the leveled resources

5. Analyzing cost-time trade-off and project scheduling with minimal 
cost using the existing and new methods presented in this field

6. Reviewing inappropriate atmospheric conditions and other pre-
dictable problems affecting the implementation and timing of 
project activities [8].

2.1.4. Risk management

Chapman and Ward have proposed a general project risk manage-
ment process consisting of nine phases: 1) Identifying key aspects of 
the project; 2) Focusing on a strategic approach to risk management; 
3) Identifying the time of occurrence of risks; 4) Estimating risks and 
the interrelationship; 5) Allocating ownership of risks and providing ap-
propriate responses; 6) Estimating uncertainty; 7) Estimating the impor-
tance of the relationship between different risks; 8) Designing responses 
and monitoring the risk situation; and 9) Controlling the implementa-
tion stages [4].

In order to achieve tangible development, developing countries are 
forced to increase investment in infrastructure, which, apart from meet-
ing basic needs, has a positive impact on accelerating economic devel-
opment [9] [10]. Although developing countries such as Iran faces some 
limitations and uncertainties when moving toward this goal, they have 
to engage in domestic and foreign private sectors in projects or infras-
tructural services in order to overcome or reduce such uncertainties. 
Growing development in a country like Iran requires a large amount 
of investment in the infrastructural sector [11]. Therefore, due to the 
uncertain nature of projects and the need for the optimal utilization 
of resources, each project faces uncertainties. The belief that projects 
are fraught with uncertainties, such as technical skills or management 
quality reinforces the fact that many projects fail in terms of their goals, 
benefits, costs, and the expected time. The existence of risk and uncer-
3

Table 1

Famous project management standards [4].

Row Standard Scope of Application

1 PMBOK Global
2 ISO 10006 Global
3 Professional Methodologies Global
4 PRINCE 2 Semi-global
5 BS 6079 National
6 DIN 69900 National
7 AIPM National
8 APMBOK Regional
9 IPMA Competence Base Line Regional

tainty in the project reduces the accuracy in the proper estimation of 
the goals and reduces the efficiency of the projects. Therefore, the need 
for project risk identification and management is essential [12]. Con-
sidering the importance of the science of project management in recent 
years, various standards have proposed in this regard. These standards 
include the basic principles and requirements that are considered neces-
sary for the successful management of a project or the implementation 
of a project management system. Some of the famous standard project 
management standards are presented in Table 1.

The most famous and extensive standard among the above standards 
is the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). This stan-
dard covers nine areas of knowledge for successful project management. 
Of these areas, project scope management, project time management, 
project cost management, and project quality management are consid-
ered as the main areas. One of the most important support areas is 
risk management [8]. Risk management is the process of identifying, 
analyzing, evaluating, and responding to the risks in the project [13]. 
The Project Management Body of Knowledge is a set of words, guide-
lines, and instructions for project management developed and proposed 
the Project Management Institute. This body of knowledge has evolved 
over time in the form of a book entitled “A Guide to the Project Manage-
ment Body of Knowledge”. The fifth edition of this guide was released 
in 2013. The Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) also 
overlaps with the concept of management in its overall sense because 
both involve concepts such as planning, organizing, human resources, 
implementing, and controlling organizational operations. The Project 
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) has similarity and overlap 
in other management disciplines, such as financial predictions, organi-
zational behavior, management science, budgeting, and other planning 
approaches [2].

The purpose of project risk management is to identify and analyze 
risks in a manner that the risks are understood easier and managed 
more effectively [14]. A systematic risk management process is usually 
divided into three categories:

1. Risk identification and classification
2. Risk analysis
3. Risk mitigation [14].

2.1.5. Project risk management

Project risk management is one of the main project issues [20] and 
is considered a key factor in most of the organizations involving in the 
project [21]. Risk management is the systematic process of identify-
ing, analyzing, and responding to project management, which involves 
maximizing the probability of occurrence of positive events and their 
outcomes and minimizing the risk of adverse events and their outcomes 
[22]. He proposed a two-stage process for project risk management as 
follows:

1. Risk assessment including risk identification, analysis, and prioriti-
zation

2. Risk management including risk management planning, risk pre-
cautions, follow-up, and corrective actions
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Table 2

Summarizes the studies conducted in Iran.

Row Researcher(s) Topic Results

1 Olfat et al. (2010) 
[15]

Identification and prioritization of project risk based on the 
PMBOK standard with fuzzy approach (Case study: non-level 
crossing construction projects in Bushehr Province)

Concerning technical-qualitative-functional risks, the most important 
risk affecting the four main goals of the projects is the inability to 
produce quality concrete at the right time due to the poor quality of 
materials and failure of machinery.

2 Alam Tabriz & 
Hamzei (2011) 
[4]

Assessment and analysis of project risks using the mixed ap-
proach of PMBOK and RFMEA technique

The risk indicators of the Northern Azadegan oil field project were 
identified and ranked based on an integrated model of the risk man-
agement process.

3 Razavi Falahieh et 
al. (2012) [3]

Analysis of project risks using fuzzy logic in the case study 
of the project for the construction and operation of an oil 
desalination plant

Identification of cost and construction risks and prioritizing them using 
fuzzy logic.

4 Naderi et al. 
(2014) [8]

Risk identification and analysis of the fourth-generation en-
gine project based on the PMBOK standard

Micro risks (technology) and macro risks (political, economic) were 
ranked with regard to their effects on the three goals of the project 
(cost, time, and quality).

5 Bagheri & Lotfi 
(2016) [16]

Proposing a model for the implementation of the risk man-
agement process in oil projects using the PMBOK standard

The results allow each organization to use the proposed model on the 
basis of its risk acceptance thresholds, and while clarifying the plan of 
the project risk management road map in the life cycle of the project, 
the model reduces cost and time required for risk management plan-
ning in the projects.

6 Roudashti et al. 
(2017) [17]

The application of EFME PHA and AHP mixed method in 
environmental risk assessment: Case study of the crude oil 
desalination plant

The pipeline piercing factor had the highest risk score of 210 and the 
reservoir piercing factor had the lowest risk score of 21. In addition, 
the output data from the EXPERT CHOICE software showed the same 
results. There were 2 high-risks, 7 medium-risks and 2 low-risks at the 
factory.

Table 3

Summarizes the studies conducted abroad.

Row Researcher(s) Topic Results

1 Taylan et al. (2014) 
[5]

The selection of construction projects and risk 
assessment using AHP and fuzzy TOPSIS

30 construction projects were studied according to five main criteria: time, 
cost, quality, safety, and environmental sustainability. The results showed that 
these new methods are capable of evaluating the overall risks of construction 
projects and selecting a project with the lowest risk with a relative weight 
index. This approach would have potential applications in the future.

2 Dziadosz & Rejment 
(2015) [18]

Risk analysis in construction projects Risk is a measurable part of uncertainty, which can be estimated from the 
probability of occurrence and damage. This risk is a deviation from the desired 
level. This deviation can be positive, or it can, as in many cases, be negative. 
Therefore, risk analysis is very important for selecting a project and for coor-
dinating construction work.

3 Samantra et al. 
(2017) [19]

Fuzzy risk assessment in urban construction 
projects

The risk associated with a specific risk source is expressed as the function of 
two parameters: the probability of occurrence and the effect (the outcome of 
occurrence). The concept of risk matrix is here to categorize different risk fac-
tors at different levels of severity to create a program of necessary actions.

4 Muriana & Vizzini 
(2017) [2]

Project risk management: A quantitative mea-
surement method for evaluation and adjust-
ment

The current risk level of the project is calculated using the total weight method. 
If the is more than the planned level, preventive measures are taken to reduce 
the risk of the whole project. The application of this technique is related to 
common projects and cases where planning/costs/requirements are to be de-
fined at the planning stage and deviations are identified at the development 
stage.
Risk assessment is the process of estimating the likelihood of the 
occurrence of an event (desirable or undesirable) and its impact [23]. 
This step can help to select less risky projects and eliminate the resid-

ual risk [22]. In the first step, using one of the risk identification 
tools, major threats and opportunities that can affect the project pro-

cesses and outcomes are identified. After identifying the main risks, 
the second step involves the accurate assessment of the frequency of 
the occurrence and the results of each risk and then ranking the vari-

ous risks based on the assessment results. In this way, identified risks 
can be compared with each other, and in the next phases of the risk 
management process, an appropriate risk response method can be de-

cided.
4

2.2. Previous studies

2.2.1. Domestic studies

See Table 2.

2.2.2. Foreign studies

See Table 3.

2.3. Identified factors

The risks of exploration and exploitation projects are considered as 
variables and units of analysis and are initially classified using the PM-
BOK standard based on the following model (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Risks classified based on the PMBOK standard [4]).

Table 4

Risks identified in oil projects in the exploration and exploitation phase.

PMBOK-based classification Risks

Time and cost Delay in sending the drilling rig due to delay in constructing the cellar site and the failure to construct the access roads on time.

Oil recovery by the neighboring country from joint oil reservoirs

Limitations on supplying materials and equipment

Land pollution in the project site due to explosives and mines

The observance of the ecosystem of wetlands in the region

The absence of the necessary infrastructure in the site for implementing industrial projects

Fluctuations in the price of steel and bars

Fluctuations in the price of cement

Fluctuations in the price of bitumen

Preventing the implementation of projects in the lands of interest by the farmers (land acquisition)

Preventing the implementation of projects in the government-owned lands by the Department of Environment

Banning professional consultation by foreign companies

Non-cooperation of the endowment organization in exploiting endowed lands

The lack of required liquidity by domestic contractors

Failure to attract foreign investors to implement the project

Failure to perform hazard and operability (HAZOP) studies

Preventing the entrance of machinery to the site by the military authorities

Human resources The lack of skilled workers due to the deprivation of the region

The lack of skilled experts due to the deprivation of the region

The nonexistence of various executive teams

Quality Extraction of heavy and super heavy oil from reservoir layers and light oil from field reservoir layer

Failure to conduct IOR And EOR studies the reservoir and preservation of reservoir layers

Gas injection or gas lift implementation for correct recovery from reservoirs

Failure to comply with HSE standards

Contract The failure to comply with the work schedule and working shifts in the project cycle

The failure of contractors and consultants to consider minus requirements in tenders and their failure to consider the project final cost and 
estimate profit and loss

Failure to obtain guarantees from foreign contractors

Scope Failure to understand the project and activities associated with it

Communication Failure to identify the executive processes of the project and establish intra-organizational communication

Viewing the project as a matrix

Others Economic and political sanctions

Insurance of goods and equipment
Also, based on studies in the literature, the following risks were 
identified for oil projects in the exploration and exploitation phase (see 
Table 4). Thus, various risks were identified based on the studies in the 
literature.

As mentioned above, there are notable researches addressing Risk 
Assessment. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of them 
considered an Fuzzy Dematel and Fuzzy ANP techniques in the risk 
assessment problems in oil and gas companies. This has been a moti-
vation of the current work. More specifically, the main contributions of 
this paper can be described as follows:

1. Qualitative and Quantitative Project Risk Assessment Using a Hy-
brid PMBOK Model is developed Under Uncertainty for oil and gas 
company.

2. 32 risk factors were identified using Literature and their number 
reduced to 17 risks using the expert opinions via the fuzzy Delphi 
technique run through three stages.
5

3. The identified risks were structured and ranked using fuzzy DEMA-
TEL and fuzzy ANP techniques

4. The performance of the developed solution approaches are evalu-
ated by running the mentioned techniques

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 3 is devoted 
to the Methodology. Section4 represents the results and comprehensive 
experimental analysis comprehensive experimental analysis. Finally, 
conclusion of this paper is provided in Section 5.

3. Methodology

The present study is an exploratory research in terms of its objec-
tives as it seeks to identify and evaluate the risks of exploration and 
exploitation projects. In addition, this study employs descriptive and 
analytical design as the researcher does not manipulate the variables 
and only describes the variables in their normal states and analyzes 
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Fig. 2. The research procedure.
the collected data. This study is also a survey because it collected ex-
pert data and opinions using various questionnaires. First, this study 
presented a review of the literature and addressed the risks under anal-
ysis. Then, using the PMBOK standard, other risks were identified. The 
fuzzy Delphi method was used to confirm the related risks based on 
expert opinions. The results identified the relevant risks, which ones 
are relevant. Afterward, the fuzzy DEMATEL technique was employed 
to structure and investigate the network relationships among the risks. 
Finally, based on the fuzzy DEMATEL results, the interrelationship be-
tween risks was identified using the fuzzy ANP questionnaire. Besides, 
the fuzzy rank and weight of each risk were estimated using the fuzzy 
ANP technique (see Fig. 2).

3.1. Expert panel

In order to identify and evaluate the project risks, the opinions of 
experts and specialists in managing oil exploration and exploitation 
projects in Neyr-Perse Company were used. Regarding Cochran sam-
pling method 60 experts were asked to fill the questionnaire. In order 
to complete the Delphi, DEMATEL, and ANP questionnaires, 15 experi-
enced experts who held the main and related positions in the company 
were surveyed. The experts were selected based on their expertise and 
availability.

3.2. Instruments and data collection procedure

The data were collected through library and field techniques. The 
secondary data were collected via the library technique and the initial 
data were collected using the field technique, i.e. by distributing ques-
tionnaires among the respondents in the research sample. In this study, 
three fuzzy Delphi, fuzzy DEMATEL and fuzzy ANP questionnaires were 
used. To determine the validity of the questionnaire, expert opinion was 
used. That is, all three questionnaires have a stereotypical structure and 
the indices are first extracted from the research literature and entered 
into the Delphi questionnaire. Then the confirmed risks are entered into 
the DEMTEL and paired ANP comparison questionnaire. Therefore, the 
professors as well as the experts in the first stage of the research confirm 
the risks.

3.3. Data analysis

The data collected in this study were analyzed in three stages. First 
confirmation of the identified risks using fuzzy Delphi analysis, second 
construction of the validated factors using fuzzy DEMATEL and then 
prioritization of the final indicators using fuzzy ANP. The following is a 
description of each method:

3.3.1. Fuzzy set theory

Decision-making in the area of risk analysis cannot be made in a 
purely definitive space. In classical multi-criteria decision making, the 
weight of the criteria is well known, but due to the ambiguity and uncer-
tainty in the decision-maker statements, expressing the data definitively 
is inappropriate [24]. In this study, verbal expressions were used in-
stead of definite numbers to determine the weight of the indexes and 
to rank the options. In this study, Table 5 proposed by [25] to deter-
mine the effectiveness of risks and their weights and Table 6 presented 
by [26] to form the decision matrix were used.

In this study, triangular fuzzy numbers are used to prevent ambigu-
ity from decision making at all stages. A fuzzy triangle number denoted 
by Ã = (l, m, u). The parameters l, m, and u respectively represent the 
6

Table 5

Correspondence of verbal expressions with trian-
gular fuzzy numbers.

Fuzzy numbers Verbal expressions

(0.75,1,1) Very High Influence
(1,0.75,0.5) High Influence
(0.75,0.5,0.25) Low Influence
(0.5,.0.25,0) Very Low Influence
(0.25,0,0) No Influence

Table 6

Verbal variables associated with indicators.

Verbal variables Triangular Fuzzy Number

Very Weak (0,1,3)
Weak (1,3,5)
Normal (3,5,7)
Strong (5,7,9)
Very Strong (7,9,10)

lowest possible value, the most probable value, and the highest possible 
value of a fuzzy event [24]. To assess the experts’ views on the sever-
ity of the impact of the risks in pairwise comparisons, the five preferred 
linguistic variables “equal”, “low”, “high”, “very high” and “very high” 
were used.

It should be noted that triangular fuzzy numbers is used in Fuzzy 
DEMATEL and Fuzzy ANP methods and trapezoidal Fuzzy numbers is 
used in Fuzzy Delphi Method. The description of both method is as 
follows.

3.3.2. Fuzzy Delphi technique

The fuzzy Delphi technique is, in fact, a combination of the Delphi 
method and the analysis of the collected data using the definitions of 
the theory of fuzzy sets as follows:

1. Selecting experts and explaining the research problem to them
2. Preparing the questionnaire and sending it to experts
3. Receiving the expert opinions and analyzing them: At this stage, 

the questionnaire is sent to the members of the expert panel and 
they are asked to express the extent to which they agree with each 
item/statement contained in the questionnaire. Given the verbal 
descriptions and variables defined in the questionnaire, the fuzzy 
average of each component is calculated using the following equa-
tions [27]

𝐴𝑖 = (𝑎𝑖1 ∗ 𝑎
𝑖
2 ∗ 𝑎

𝑖
3 ∗ 𝑎

𝑖
4), ∀𝑖 (1)

𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒 = (𝑚1,𝑚2,𝑚3,𝑚4) = (1∕𝑛
𝑁∑
𝑖=1
𝑎𝑖1,1∕𝑛

𝑁∑
𝑖=1
𝑎𝑖2,1∕𝑛

𝑁∑
𝑖=1
𝑎𝑖3,1∕𝑛

𝑁∑
𝑖=1
𝑎𝑖4)

(2)

In Eq. (1) 𝐴𝑖 indicates the opinion of expert i and in Eq. (2), 𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒
represents the average of the expert opinions. Also, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3, and 
𝑎4 represent trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.

4. In this step, the previous opinion of each expert and its difference 
with the average opinions of others along with the next round of 
questionnaires will be sent back to the experts.

5. After conducting a new round of surveys, the opinions presented 
in the first step are compared with those expressed in the next 
step and if the difference between the two steps is less than the 
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threshold of 0.2, the survey process is stopped. The threshold is 
calculated from the following equation:

𝑆(𝐴𝑚2,𝐴𝑚1)

= ‖‖‖1∕4 ∗ [(𝑎𝑚21 + 𝑎𝑚22 + 𝑎𝑚23 + 𝑎𝑚24) − (𝑎𝑚11 + 𝑎𝑚12 + 𝑎𝑚13 + 𝑎𝑚14)
‖‖‖
(3)

If the difference at this step exceeds the threshold, step 4 should be 
repeated.

6. However, if the difference between the two steps is smaller than 
the threshold, the fuzzy Delphi process is stopped.

3.3.3. Fuzzy DEMATEL technique

Given that expert opinions are required to use the DEMATEL method 
and include both verbal and ambiguous expressions, it is advisable to 
convert them to fuzzy numbers in order to integrate them. To solve this 
problem, Lin and Wu developed a model using the dimensional method 
in the fuzzy environment [28]. The procedure is described below [25]

Step 1: Obtaining the expert opinions and averaging them

Suppose 𝑝 experts have expressed their opinions about the relation-
ship between risks is using the verbal expressions in Table 5. Therefore, 
there are 𝑝 matrixes �̃�1, �̃�2, . . . , and �̃�𝑝, each representing the opinions 
of one expert, and the matrix components are identified with the corre-
sponding fuzzy numbers. Eq (4) is used to estimate the average matrix 
of opinions

�̃� = �̃�
1 ⊕ �̃�2 ⊕…⊕ �̃�𝑝

𝑃
(4)

Matrix 𝑍 is called the initial fuzzy direct relation matrix.

Step 2: Calculation of the normalized direct relation matrix

Equations (5) and (6) are used to normalize the obtained matrix:

�̃�𝑖𝑗 =
�̃�𝑖𝑗

𝑟
= (
𝐼𝑖𝑗

𝑟
,
�́�𝑖𝑗

𝑟
,
�́�𝑖𝑗

𝑟
) = (𝐼 ′′

𝑖𝑗′,𝑚
′′
𝑖𝑗′, 𝑢

′′
𝑖𝑗′) (5)

The steps for performing the fuzzy DEMATEL technique are de-
scribed below:

𝑅 =𝑚𝑎𝑥1<𝑖<𝑛(
𝑛∑
𝑖=1
𝑢𝑖𝑗 ) (6)

Step 3: Calculating the total 𝑇 relation fuzzy matrix

The total relation fuzzy matrix is calculated via equations (7)
through (9):

𝑇 = lim
𝑘→∞

(�̃�1 ⊕ �̃�2 ⊕ ... ⊕ �̃�𝑘) (7)

Where each component is expressed as 𝑡𝑖𝑗 = (𝐼𝑡
𝑖𝑗
, 𝑚𝑡
𝑖𝑗
, 𝑢𝑡
𝑖𝑗
) and is cal-

culated as follows:[
𝐼𝑡
𝑖𝑗

]
=𝐻1 ∗ (1 −𝐻1)(−1) (8)[

𝑚𝑡
𝑖𝑗

]
=𝐻𝑚 ∗ (1 −𝐻𝑚)(−1) (9)[

𝑢𝑡
𝑖𝑗

]
=𝐻𝑢 ∗ (1 −𝐻𝑢)(−1) (10)

Where 𝐼 is the identity matrix, and 𝐻𝐼 , 𝐻𝑚, and 𝐻𝑢 are each an 
𝑛 ∗ 𝑛 matrix whose components constitute the lower, middle, and upper 
numbers of the triangular fuzzy numbers of matrix 𝐻 [29].

Step 4: Calculating the sum of the rows and columns of the matrix 𝑇 4
The sum of rows and columns is obtained according to equations 

(11) and (12):

�̃� = (�̃�𝑖)𝑁∗1 =

[
𝑛∑
�̃�𝑖𝑗

]
(11)

𝑅

b

t

t
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𝐵

𝐵

𝐵
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𝑤

𝑊
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e
c
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fi
t
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𝑊

e

𝑗=1 𝑛∗1

7

̃ = (�̃�𝑖)1∗𝑁 =

[
𝑛∑
𝑖=1
�̃�𝑖𝑗

]
1∗𝑛

(12)

Where, �̃� and �̃� are 𝑛 ∗ 1 and 𝑛 ∗ 1 matrixes, respectively.

Step 5: Determining the weight of indexes �̃� + �̃� and the relationship 
etween the criteria �̃� − �̃�

If, �̃� − �̃� > 0 the related criterion will be effective and if �̃� − �̃� < 0
he related criterion will be affected.

Step 6: Defuzzification of fuzzy numbers �̃�+ �̃� and �̃�− �̃� calculated in 
he previous step

The fuzzy numbers �̃� + �̃� and �̃� − �̃� calculated in the previous step 
re defuzzificated using center of Gravity method Eq. (13)–(16):

1 =
1 +𝑚+ 𝑢

3
(13)

2 =
1 + 2𝑚+ 𝑢

4
(14)

3 =
1 + 4𝑚+ 𝑢

6
(15)

∗ =𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝐵1,𝐵2,𝐵3) (16)

Where 𝑍∗ is the defuzzificated value of �̃� = (𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3).

Step 7: Calculating weight and impact factors:

The relative importance of the criteria will be estimated through the 
ollowing equation [30] [31]

𝑗 =
[
(𝐷𝑖 +𝑅𝑖)2 + (𝐷𝑖 −𝑅𝑖)2

]
)
1
2 (17)

Step 8: Normalization of the weights of the criteria

̃
𝑗 =

𝑤𝑗∑𝑛
𝑗=1𝑤𝑗

(18)

Where, �̃�𝑗 is the final weight of the decision-making criteria.

.3.4. The fuzzy analysis network process (FANP)

The analysis network process (ANP) is generally the analytic hierar-
hy process (AHP) and a method for supporting multi-criteria decision-
aking for breaking down complex issues, with hierarchical relations 

mong its components. The ANP also uses clockwise paired compar-
sons. The compatibility indicator is also used to indicate the conver-
ence of the expert opinions. Each network component is denoted with 
ymbols such as 𝐶ℎ and ℎ = 1, ..., 𝑚, with 𝑛ℎ elements. We show these 
lements with 𝑒ℎ1 , 𝑒ℎ2 , and 𝑒ℎ𝑛ℎ . The effect of a dataset of elements in 
 component in the system is represented by a priority vector derived 
rom the paired comparisons. The purpose of grouping and sorting these 
ata is to transform the structure into a matrix. This matrix is used to 
epresent the effect of an element of a component on itself, or of a com-
onent with an arrow from it to another component. Sometimes, like 
ierarchical mode, effects are run only from the beginning of the arrow 
o the end of the arrow. The effects of elements on other elements of 
he network can be shown via the supermatrix displayed in Fig. 3(a).

Each 𝑊𝑖𝑗 in the supermatrix is called a block as shown in Fig. 3(b). 
ach 𝑊𝑖𝑗 column is an eigenvector of the effect (significance) of el-
ments in the network component 𝑖 on an element in the network 
omponent 𝑗. Some data may be zero for the lack of impact. There-
ore, we do not need to use all the elements of a component in pairwise 
omparisons to obtain an eigenvector and only non-zero effects are suf-
cient. In the last step, we take the limit of the supermatrix 𝑊 using 
he Markov process as follows, in order to obtain the ultimate priority: 
32]

1 = lim
𝐾→∞

𝑤(2 ∗ 𝑘+ 1) (19)

After completing the comparison matrix, the priority or weight of 
ach criterion and alternative are calculated. In the analysis process, 
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Fig. 3. Supermatrix.

Table 7

Conversion of expressive variables to fuzzy numbers.

Variable expression Fuzzy triangular positive 
numbers

Two-way fuzzy triangular 
numbers

Number 9 represents much higher importance of the row criterion compared to the column 
criterion.

(9, 9, 9) (1/9, 1/9, 1/9)

Number 8 represents the state mediating 7 and 9. (9, 8, 7) (1/7, 1/8, 1/9)

Number 7 represents the greater importance of the row criterion versus the column crite-
rion.

(8, 7, 6) (1/6, 1/7, 1/8)

Number 6 represents the state mediating 5 and 7. (7, 6, 5) (1/5, 1/6, 1/7)

Number 5 represents a relatively greater relative importance of the row criterion versus 
the column criterion;

(6, 5, 4) (1/4, 1/5, 1/6)

Number 4 represents the state mediating 3 and 5. (5, 4, 3) (1/3, 1/4, 1/5)

Number 3 represents the relatively more importance of the row criterion versus the column 
criterion.

(4, 3, 2) (1/2, 1/3, 1/4)

Number 2 represents the state mediating 1 and 3. (3, 2, 1) (1, 1/2, 1/3)

Number 1 represents the equal importance of the row criterion and the column criterion. (1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1)
two types of weight should be calculated: relative weight and final 
weight.

The relative weight is obtained from the pairwise comparison ma-
trix. The elements of each level are compared in terms of their respec-
tive element at the higher level in even pairs and their weights are 
calculated. These weights are called relative weights, while the final 
weight is the final rank of each option calculated from the combination 
of relative weights. Any pairwise comparison matrix may be compati-
ble or incompatible. If this value is less than 0.1 it is accepted but in 
case of inconsistency, pairwise comparisons need to be repeated to ob-
tain a consistent pairwise comparison matrix. Because a good decision 
model requires ambiguity, fuzzy set theory is used to solve the usual 
ANP, commonly known as fuzzy ANP or FANP. The following steps are 
taken to do so:

1. Breaking down the project risk analysis into a network. The overall 
goal is to select the risks with the highest importance.

2. A questionnaire is prepared on the basis of the mentioned network 
and experts are asked to complete it. The questionnaire is devel-
oped based on pairwise comparisons and a nine-point clock scale. 
The compatibility index and compatibility ratio are calculated for 
each matrix to test the consistency of the opinions of each expert. If 
the compatibility test is not accepted, the main values in the com-
parative pairwise matrix must be reviewed by the expert.

3. The responses given to the items in the questionnaires are codified. 
Pairwise comparative scores are converted to expressive variables 
by the transformation concept in Table 7.
A fuzzy positive two-way matrix can be defined as follows:

�̃�𝑘 =
[
�̃�𝑖𝑗

]𝑘
(20)

Where �̃�𝑘 is the positive two-way matrix of the decision maker 𝑘
and �̃�𝑖𝑗 is the related importance between the decision elements 𝑖
and 𝑗:
8

Fig. 4. The supermatrix used in this study.

�̃�𝑖𝑗 = 1 ∀𝑖 = 𝑗 & �̃�𝑖𝑗 =
1
�̃�𝑗𝑖

∀𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2, ..𝑛 (21)

If 𝑘 represents expert 𝑝1 to 𝑝𝑘, each of the pairwise comparisons 
between the two criteria will have a k-positive fuzzy two-way tri-
angular value. The geometric averaging method is used to integrate 
the multiple answers of experts. Accordingly, the integrated fuzzy 
positive two-way matrix is as follows:

�̃�∗ =
[
�̃�𝑖𝑗

]
(22)

so:

�̃�∗
𝑖𝑗
= (�̃�1

𝑖𝑗
⊗ �̃�2

𝑖𝑗
⊗ ... ⊗ �̃�𝑘

𝑖𝑗
)
1
𝑘 (23)

4. Using the center of Gravity method (explained in Fuzzy DEMATEL 
technique section), the generated triangular fuzzy numbers are con-
verted to ordinary numbers.

5. The pairwise comparison matrix is computed using non-fuzzy val-
ues and the priority vector for each pairwise comparison matrix is 
calculated.
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Table 8

Identified risks.

Classification Based 
on PMBOK

Risks

Time and Cost Delays in delivery of drilling rig due to delay in construction of seler yards and failure to timely access roads to wells

Neighboring oil withdrawal from the field due to shared reservoir

Available restrictions on the supply of goods and equipment

Landfill site contamination with explosives and landmines

Observe the wetlands ecosystem in the region

Lack of necessary infrastructure in the region to carry out industrial projects

Price fluctuations in steel and rebar

Cement price fluctuations

Bitumen price fluctuations

Preventing farmers from carrying out the project on the land

Prevent the EPA from implementing the project on governmental lands

The boycott of specialized consultations conducted by foreign companies

Failure of endowment organization to cooperate in utilization of land

Lack of necessary liquidity by internal contractors

Failure to attract foreign investor in project implementation

Failure to Perform Error Detection Studies (HAZOP)

Preventing military organs from entering the area

Human Resource Lack of skilled labor due to deprivation of area

Lack of expert labor due to deprivation of area

Not considering different executive teams

Quality Heavy and super heavy oil harvesting from reservoir layers and light oil harvesting from field reservoir layers

Failure to carry out IOR and EOR studies in the reservoir and preserve reservoir layers

Injection of gas or execution of Gas Lift for proper removal of tanks

Failure to comply with HSE environmental standards

Contract Not taking into account the work calendar and the shift in the project cycle

Not using minus by contractors and consultants in the bidding process and not taking into consideration the cost of the project and calculating 
the profits and losses

Unable to get guarantees from foreign companies on the contract

Area Lack of understanding of the project and related activities

Communication Failure to identify project execution processes and establish inter-organizational communication

Executing project like a matrix

Others Political and economic sanctions

Insurance of goods and equipment
6. Using the Fuzzy ANP Solver, we create the unweighted supermatrix 
as shown in Fig. 4.

7. The limit supermatrix is calculated by raising it to the power of 
the weighed supermatrix until the supermatrix converges to a sta-
ble supermatrix. Risk priority weights are obtained from the limit 
supermatrixes by using the Fuzzy ANP Solver software.

4. Result

After the necessary information and data have been collected, ex-
tracted and categorized, the model and the information will be solved 
and analyzed respectively. This chapter uses the fuzzy Delphi method to 
specify identified risks in oil exploration and exploitation phases, and a 
novel fuzzy DEMATEL structuring method, as well as a fuzzy ANP rank-
ing method for analyzing the collected data and structuring and rating 
of these factors. Following are the identified risks from the research 
sources, the results of the fuzzy Delphi method, the data analysis us-
ing the fuzzy DEMATEL method and finally the results of the fuzzy ANP 
technique.

4.1. Identified risks

This section presents the 32 identified risks from previous literature 
and studies and their categorization using the PMBOK classification (see 
Table 8).

By identifying these risks, given that these risks are taken from stan-
dard authorities, some of them may not be applicable in the Iranian field 
9

of operation or there may be other risks in the process of exploration 
and exploitation in Iran that should be addressed and only experts can 
comment on this. Therefore, fuzzy Delphi technique was used to gather 
expert opinion and reach consensus on identified risks. The reason for 
using fuzzy Delphi is to accept the uncertainty and ambiguity of the 
expert opinion as described below.

4.2. Fuzzy Delphi results

After distributing the questionnaire in two rounds and the averaging 
of the opinions, the results of the difference in averages and the final 
results of the consensus of the experts on the risks are presented in the 
following table.

4.2.1. Definition of linguistic variables

Qualitative variables are defined as trapezoidal fuzzy numbers: low 
(0,0,2,4), medium (3,4,6,7), high (6,8,10,10). Although trapezoidal 
fuzzy numbers have more complex computational process than trian-
gular fuzzy numbers, they can Carry out more ambiguity in the verbal 
and qualitative variables in range from b to c defined for trapezoidal 
fuzzy numbers that the use of trapezoidal numbers for the Delphi sec-
tion may reveal more ambiguity in expert opinion [33].

4.2.2. Risk analysis

Based on the suggested options and definition of linguistic variables, 
the questionnaire was designed. The results of the survey responses to 
the questionnaire are presented in Table 9.
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Table 9

First questionnaire results.

Number Risks Agreement

Low Medium High

1 Delays in delivery of drilling rig due to delay in construction of seler yards and failure to timely access roads 
to wells

4 7 4

2 Neighboring oil withdrawal from the field due to shared reservoir 7 6 2

3 Available restrictions on the supply of goods and equipment 0 0 15

4 Landfill site contamination with explosives and landmines 7 5 3

5 Observe the wetlands ecosystem in the region 2 6 7

6 Lack of necessary infrastructure in the region to carry out industrial projects 0 0 15

7 Price fluctuations in steel and rebar 1 3 11

8 Cement price fluctuations 0 3 12

9 Bitumen price fluctuations 0 3 12

10 Preventing farmers from carrying out the project on the land 8 5 3

11 Prevent the EPA from implementing the project on governmental lands 6 8 1

12 The boycott of specialized consultations conducted by foreign companies 0 1 14

13 Failure of endowment organization to cooperate in utilization of land 1 3 11

14 Lack of necessary liquidity by internal contractors 4 3 8

15 Failure to attract foreign investor in project implementation 0 0 15

16 Failure to Perform Error Detection Studies (HAZOP) 3 3 9

17 Preventing military organs from entering the area 0 0 15

18 Lack of skilled labor due to deprivation of area 0 0 15

19 Lack of expert labor due to deprivation of area 0 0 15

20 Not considering different executive teams 11 3 1

21 Heavy and super heavy oil harvesting from reservoir layers and light oil harvesting from field reservoir layers 3 4 8

22 Failure to carry out IOR and EOR studies in the reservoir and preserve reservoir layers 4 7 7

23 Injection of gas or execution of Gas Lift for proper removal of tanks 3 5 7

24 Failure to comply with HSE environmental standards 5 6 4

25 Not taking into account the work calendar and the shift in the project cycle 8 6 1

26 Not using minus by contractors and consultants in the bidding process and not taking into consideration the 
cost of the project and calculating the profits and losses

3 2 10

27 Unable to get guarantees from foreign companies on the contract 0 0 15

28 Lack of understanding of the project and related activities 1 4 10

29 Failure to identify project execution processes and establish inter-organizational communication 6 7 2

30 Executing project like a matrix 8 7 0

31 Political and economic sanctions 0 0 15

32 Insurance of goods and equipment 3 5 7
We also convert fuzzy numbers to definite numbers by using the 
Minkowski formula. Minkowski formula was used because with regards 
to the data in this paper in comparison with another defuzzification 
methods had better answer and was easier to use.

𝜇𝑑𝑓 (𝑅) =
𝑎+ 2 ∗ (𝑏+ 𝑐) + 𝑑

6
(24)

According to Tables 9 and 10, each expert’s disagreement can be 
calculated according to Eq. (3) [27]. In fact, based on this relationship, 
each expert can measure his opinion with average comments and ad-
just his previous opinions if desired. The result of this step is given in 
Tables 11 and 12.

Following is a review of the results of the mean differences and the 
final conclusions of the experts on the risks.

As it can be seen, the experts did not agree on 6 cases. They also 
agreed to omit 10 risks and they confirmed 16 risks. Thus, to determine 
the assignment of the remaining six indices, the third Delphi ques-
tionnaire was redistributed and asked to re-evaluate their opinion (see 
Table 13).

As it is shown in Table 14, it appears that the experts agreed with 
the remaining 6 items in the third stage. They omitted 5 risks and con-
firmed only 1 risk (No. 23). Thus, in total, 17 risks were confirmed by 
the experts and 15 were not confirmed due to climatic conditions of 
exploration and exploitation activities(see Table 15). Table 16 presents 
the list of the confirmed risks.
10
4.3. Fuzzy DEMATEL results

At first, the DEMATEL questionnaire was distributed among the ex-
perts and they were asked to compare the extent to which the indexes 
under analysis are effective or being affected by each other using verbal 
descriptions. In the next step, the questionnaires were collected and the 
verbal descriptions were converted to the corresponding fuzzy numbers
(see Table 17).

In the next step, the matrix of the expert opinions was formed in 
the form of fuzzy numbers for each expert, and the opinions were accu-
mulated using the mean arithmetic method. The matrix of accumulated 
expert opinions is obtained as a fuzzy set [34]

𝑍 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 �̃�12 … �̃�1𝑛
�̃�21 0 … �̃�2𝑛
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
�̃�𝑛1 �̃�𝑛2 … 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
This matrix is called the initial direct-relation fuzzy matrix, in which 

�̃�𝑖𝑗 = (𝑙𝑖𝑗′ , 𝑚𝑖𝑗′ , 𝑢𝑖𝑗) is a triangular fuzzy number and �̃�𝑖𝑖(𝑖 = 1, 2, …, 𝑛) is 
considered a triangular fuzzy number (0, 0.0).

Then, by normalizing the initial direct-relation fuzzy matrix, the nor-
malized direct-relation fuzzy matrix �̃� is obtained as follows:
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Table 10

Average opinions of experts from the first questionnaire.

Number Risks Average Views The Defuzzificated Averages

1 Delays in delivery of drilling rig due to delay in construction of seler yards and failure to timely 
access roads to wells

(7, 6, 4, 3) 5

2 Neighboring oil withdrawal from the field due to shared reservoir (6, 4.6, 2.6, 2) 3.78

3 Available restrictions on the supply of goods and equipment (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

4 Landfill site contamination with explosives and landmines (6.2, 4.9, 2.9, 2.2) 4.02

5 Observe the wetlands ecosystem in the region (8, 7.3, 5.3, 4) 6.22

6 Lack of necessary infrastructure in the region to carry out industrial projects (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

7 Price fluctuations in steel and rebar (9, 8.6, 6.6, 5) 7.44

8 Cement price fluctuations (9.4, 9.2, 7.2, 5.4) 7.93

9 Bitumen price fluctuations (9.4, 9.2, 7.2, 5.4) 7.93

10 Preventing farmers from carrying out the project on the land (6.4, 5, 2.9, 2.2) 4.11

11 Prevent the EPA from implementing the project on governmental lands (6, 4.6, 2.9, 2.2) 3.78

12 The boycott of specialized consultations conducted by foreign companies (9.8, 9.7, 7.7, 5.8) 8.42

13 Failure of endowment organization to cooperate in utilization of land (9, 8.6, 6.6, 5) 7.44

14 Lack of necessary liquidity by internal contractors (7.8, 7, 5, 3.8) 5.98

15 Failure to attract foreign investor in project implementation (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

16 Failure to Perform Error Detection Studies (HAZOP) (8.2, 7.6, 5.6, 4.2) 6.47

17 Preventing military organs from entering the area (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

18 Lack of skilled labor due to deprivation of area (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

19 Lack of expert labor due to deprivation of area (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

20 Not considering different executive teams (5, 3.3, 1.3, 1) 2.56

21 Heavy and super heavy oil harvesting from reservoir layers and light oil harvesting from field reser-
voir layers

(8, 7.3, 5.3, 4) 6.22

22 Failure to carry out IOR and EOR studies in the reservoir and preserve reservoir layers (7, 6, 4, 3) 5

23 Injection of gas or execution of Gas Lift for proper removal of tanks (7.8, 7, 5, 3.8) 5.98

24 Failure to comply with HSE environmental standards (6.8, 5.7, 3.7, 2.8) 4.76

25 Not taking into account the work calendar and the shift in the project cycle (5.6, 4.1, 2.1, 1.6) 3.29

26 Not using minus by contractors and consultants in the bidding process and not taking into consider-
ation the cost of the project and calculating the profits and losses

(8.4, 7.8, 5.8, 4.4) 6.71

27 Unable to get guarantees from foreign companies on the contract (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

28 Lack of understanding of the project and related activities (8.8, 8.4, 6.4, 4.8) 7.20

29 Failure to identify project execution processes and establish inter-organizational communication (6.2, 4.9, 2.9, 2.2) 4.02

30 Executing project like a matrix (5.4, 3.8, 1.8, 1.4) 3.04

31 Political and economic sanctions (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

32 Insurance of goods and equipment (7.8, 7, 5, 3.8) 5.98

Table 11

Second questionnaire results.

Number Risks Agreement

Low Medium High

1 Delays in delivery of drilling rig due to delay in construction of seler yards and failure to timely access roads 
to wells

8 6 1

2 Neighboring oil withdrawal from the field due to shared reservoir 8 7 0

3 Available restrictions on the supply of goods and equipment 0 0 15

4 Landfill site contamination with explosives and landmines 6 6 3

5 Observe the wetlands ecosystem in the region 3 7 5

6 Lack of necessary infrastructure in the region to carry out industrial projects 0 0 15

7 Price fluctuations in steel and rebar 1 4 10

8 Cement price fluctuations 0 3 12

9 Bitumen price fluctuations 0 3 12

10 Preventing farmers from carrying out the project on the land 9 6 0

11 Prevent the EPA from implementing the project on governmental lands 7 8 0

12 The boycott of specialized consultations conducted by foreign companies 0 1 14

13 Failure of endowment organization to cooperate in utilization of land 1 3 11

14 Lack of necessary liquidity by internal contractors 3 4 8

15 Failure to attract foreign investor in project implementation 0 0 15

16 Failure to Perform Error Detection Studies (HAZOP) 2 3 10

17 Preventing military organs from entering the area 0 0 15

18 Lack of skilled labor due to deprivation of area 0 0 15

19 Lack of expert labor due to deprivation of area 0 0 15

20 Not considering different executive teams 12 2 1
(continued on next page)
11
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Table 11 (continued)

Number Risks Agreement

Low Medium High

21 Heavy and super heavy oil harvesting from reservoir layers and light oil harvesting from field reservoir layers 3 4 8

22 Failure to carry out IOR and EOR studies in the reservoir and preserve reservoir layers 3 8 4

23 Injection of gas or execution of Gas Lift for proper removal of tanks 1 6 8

24 Failure to comply with HSE environmental standards 7 8 0

25 Not taking into account the work calendar and the shift in the project cycle 8 7 0

26 Not using minus by contractors and consultants in the bidding process and not taking into consideration the 
cost of the project and calculating the profits and losses

3 2 10

27 Unable to get guarantees from foreign companies on the contract 0 0 15

28 Lack of understanding of the project and related activities 1 3 12

29 Failure to identify project execution processes and establish inter-organizational communication 6 8 1

30 Executing project like a matrix 8 7 0

31 Political and economic sanctions 0 0 15

32 Insurance of goods and equipment 3 4 8

Table 12

Average opinions of experts from the second questionnaire.

Number Risks Average of opinions The Defuzzificated 
Averages

1 Delays in delivery of drilling rig due to delay in construction of seler yards and failure to timely access roads 
to wells

(6, 4.6, 2/6, 2) 3.78

2 Neighboring oil withdrawal from the field due to shared reservoir (5.4, 3.8, 1.8, 1.4) 3.04

3 Available restrictions on the supply of goods and equipment (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

4 Landfill site contamination with explosives and landmines (6.4, 5.2, 3.2, 2.4) 4.27

5 Observe the wetlands ecosystem in the region (7.4, 6.5, 4.5, 3.4) 5.49

6 Lack of necessary infrastructure in the region to carry out industrial projects (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

7 Price fluctuations in steel and rebar (8.8, 8.4, 6.4, 4.8) 7.20

8 Cement price fluctuations (9.4, 9.2, 7.2, 5.4) 7.93

9 Bitumen price fluctuations (9.6, 9.4, 7.4, 5.6) 8.18

10 Preventing farmers from carrying out the project on the land (5.2, 3.6, 1.6, 1.2) 2.80

11 Prevent the EPA from implementing the project on governmental lands (5.6, 4.1, 2.1, 1.6) 3.29

12 The boycott of specialized consultations conducted by foreign companies (9.8, 9.7, 7.7, 5.8) 8.42

13 Failure of endowment organization to cooperate in utilization of land (8.5, 8.2, 6.4, 4.8) 7.11

14 Lack of necessary liquidity by internal contractors (8, 7.3, 5.3, 4) 6.22

15 Failure to attract foreign investor in project implementation (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

16 Failure to Perform Error Detection Studies (HAZOP) (8.6, 8.1, 6.1, 4.6) 6.96

17 Preventing military organs from entering the area (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

18 Lack of skilled labor due to deprivation of area (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

19 Lack of expert labor due to deprivation of area (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

20 Not considering different executive teams (4.8, 3, 1, 0.8) 2.31

21 Heavy and super heavy oil harvesting from reservoir layers and light oil harvesting from field reservoir layers (8, 7.3, 5.3, 4) 6.22

22 Failure to carry out IOR and EOR studies in the reservoir and preserve reservoir layers (7.2, 6.2, 4.2, 3.2) 5.24

23 Injection of gas or execution of Gas Lift for proper removal of tanks (8.4, 7.8, 5.8, 4.4) 6.71

24 Failure to comply with HSE environmental standards (5.6, 4.1, 2.1, 1.6) 3.29

25 Not taking into account the work calendar and the shift in the project cycle (5.4, 3.8, 1.8, 1.4) 3.04

26 Not using minus by contractors and consultants in the bidding process and not taking into consideration the 
cost of the project and calculating the profits and losses

(8.4, 7.8, 5.8, 4.4) 6.71

27 Unable to get guarantees from foreign companies on the contract (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

28 Lack of understanding of the project and related activities (9, 8.6, 6.6, 5) 7.44

29 Failure to identify project execution processes and establish inter-organizational communication (6, 4.6, 2.6, 2) 3.78

30 Executing project like a matrix (5.4, 3.8, 1.8, 1.4) 3.04

31 Political and economic sanctions (10, 10, 8, 6) 8.67

32 Insurance of goods and equipment (8, 7.3, 5.3, 4) 6.22
�̃� =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 �̃�12 … �̃�1𝑛
�̃�21 0 … �̃�2𝑛
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
�̃�𝑛1 �̃�𝑛2 … 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
�̃�𝑖𝑗 =

�̃�𝑖𝑗 = (
𝐼𝑖𝑗
,
𝑚𝑖𝑗
,
𝑢𝑖𝑗 ) (25)
𝑟 𝑟 𝑟 𝑟

12
Where 𝑟 is defined as follows:

𝑟 =𝑚𝑎𝑥1≤𝑖≤𝑛(
𝑛∑
𝑗=1
𝑢𝑖𝑗 ) (26)

Table 18 shows the normalized accumulated expert opinion matrix.
In the next stage, high, middle, and lower fuzzy triangular numbers 

were separated from each other and entered into the DEMATEL Solver 
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Table 13

Differences in the experts’ opinions in the first and second questionnaires.

No. Identified risks Differences Average Result

1 Delay in sending the drilling rig due to delay in constructing the cellar site and the failure 
to construct the access roads on time.

1.17 3.78 Next step

2 Oil recovery by the neighboring country from joint oil reservoirs 0.70 3.04 Next step

3 Limitations on supplying materials and equipment 0.00 8.67 Confirmed

4 Land pollution in the project site due to explosives and mines 0.23 4.27 Omitted

5 The observance of the ecosystem of wetlands in the region 0.70 5.49 Next step

6 The absence of the necessary infrastructure in the site for implementing industrial projects 0.00 8.67 Confirmed

7 Fluctuations in the price of steel and bars 0.23 7.20 Confirmed

8 Fluctuations in the price of cement 0.00 7.93 Confirmed

9 Fluctuations in the price of bitumen 0.23 8.18 Confirmed

10 Preventing the implementation of projects in the lands of interest by the farmers (land 
acquisition)

1.27 2.80 Next step

11 Preventing the implementation of projects in the government-owned lands by the Depart-
ment of Environment

0.47 3.29 Omitted

12 Banning professional consultation by foreign companies 0.00 8.42 Confirmed

13 Non-cooperation of the endowment organization in exploiting endowed lands 0.33 7.11 Confirmed

14 The lack of required liquidity by domestic contractors 0.23 6.22 Omitted

15 Failure to attract foreign investors to implement the project 0.00 8.67 Confirmed

16 Failure to perform hazard and operability (HAZOP) studies 0.47 6.96 Confirmed

17 Preventing the entrance of machinery to the site by the military authorities 0.00 8.67 Confirmed

18 The lack of skilled workers due to the deprivation of the region 0.00 8.67 Confirmed

19 The lack of skilled experts due to the deprivation of the region 0.00 8.67 Confirmed

20 The nonexistence of various executive teams 0.23 2.31 Omitted

21 Extraction of heavy and super heavy oil from reservoir layers and light oil from field reser-
voir layers

0.00 6.22 Omitted

22 Failure to conduct IOR And EOR studies the reservoir and preservation of reservoir layers 0.23 5.24 Omitted

23 Gas injection or gas lift implementation for correct recovery from reservoirs 0.70 6.71 Next step

24 Failure to comply with HSE standards 1.40 3.29 Next step

25 The failure to comply with the work schedule and working shifts in the project cycle 0.23 3.04 Omitted

26 The failure of contractors and consultants to consider minus requirements in tenders and 
their failure to consider the project final cost and estimate profit and loss

0.00 6.71 Confirmed

27 Failure to obtain guarantees from foreign contractors 0.00 8.67 Confirmed

28 Failure to understand the project and activities associated with it 0.23 7.44 Confirmed

29 Failure to identify the executive processes of the project and establish intra-organizational 
communication

0.23 3.78 Omitted

30 Viewing the project as a matrix 0.00 3.04 Omitted

31 Economic and political sanctions 0.00 8.67 Confirmed

32 Insurance of goods and equipment 0.23 6.22 Omitted

Table 14

Differences in the experts’ opinions in the second and third questionnaires.

No. Identified risks Differences Average Result

1 Delay in sending the drilling rig due to delay in constructing the cellar site and the failure to construct the 
access roads on time

0.23 3.53 Omitted

2 Oil recovery by the neighboring country from joint oil reservoirs 0.00 3.04 Omitted

5 The observance of the ecosystem of wetlands in the region 0.23 5.73 Omitted

10 Preventing the implementation of projects in the lands of interest by the farmers (land acquisition) 0.00 2.8 Omitted

23 Gas injection or gas lift implementation for correct recovery from reservoirs 0.23 6.96 Confirmed

24 Failure to comply with HSE standards 0.00 3.29 Omitted
software as three separate matrices. Then the results were combined. 
That is, R and J values for all three parts were combined and the three 
matrices formed a single fuzzy matrix. Then the R+J and R-J were 
calculated using fuzzy equations (see Table 19).

The results showed that the risk of political and economic sanctions, 
lack of attraction of foreign investors in project implementation, sanc-

tioning of specialized consultations by foreign companies, and lack of 
necessary infrastructure in the region for the implementation of indus-
13
trial projects in the first priority up to Fourth is in the analysis of bottom 
numbers of triangular fuzzy (see Table 20).

The results showed that the risk of political and economic sanctions, 
lack of attraction of foreign investors in project implementation, sanc-

tioning of specialized consultations by foreign companies, and lack of 
necessary infrastructure in the region for the implementation of indus-

trial projects in the first priority up to Fourth is in the analysis of middle 
numbers of triangular fuzzy (see Table 21).
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Table 15

The identified risks.

No. Identified risks symbol

1 Limitations on supplying materials and equipment 𝑅1

2 The absence of the necessary infrastructure in the site for implementing industrial projects 𝑅2

3 Fluctuations in the price of steel and bars 𝑅3

4 Fluctuations in the price of cement 𝑅4

5 Fluctuations in the price of bitumen 𝑅5

6 Banning professional consultation by foreign companies 𝑅6

7 Non-cooperation of the endowment organization in exploiting endowed lands 𝑅7

8 Failure to attract foreign investors to implement the project 𝑅8

9 Failure to perform hazard and operability (HAZOP) studies 𝑅9

10 Preventing the entrance of machinery to the site by the military authorities 𝑅10

11 The lack of skilled workers due to the deprivation of the region 𝑅11

12 The lack of skilled experts due to the deprivation of the region 𝑅12

13 Gas injection or gas lift implementation for correct recovery from reservoirs 𝑅13

14 The failure of contractors and consultants to consider minus requirements in tenders and their failure to consider the project final cost and estimate profit and loss 𝑅14

15 Failure to obtain guarantees from foreign contractors 𝑅15

16 Failure to understand the project and activities associated with it 𝑅16

17 Economic and political sanctions 𝑅17

Table 16

One expert’s opinion on the pairwise comparison of indicators in terms of effectiveness.

Identified 
risk

𝑅1 𝑅2 𝑅3 𝑅4 𝑅5 𝑅6 𝑅7 𝑅8 𝑅9 𝑅10 𝑅11 𝑅12 𝑅13 𝑅14 𝑅15 𝑅16 𝑅17

�̃�1 NO VL NO NO NO NO NO VL VL NO NO NO H NO VL NO NO

�̃�2 H NO L L L NO NO L NO NO L L NO NO NO NO NO

�̃�3 H VL NO VL VL NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO H NO VL NO

�̃�4 H VL VL NO VL NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO H NO VL NO

�̃�5 H VL VL VL NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO H NO VL NO

�̃�6 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO VL H NO VL VL H H H H NO

�̃�7 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO L L NO NO NO NO NO

�̃�8 H H VL VL VL VL NO VL H NO H H H H L H NO

�̃�9 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO VL NO NO NO NO

�̃�10 VL H NO NO NO NO NO L NO NO VL VL NO L NO NO NO

�̃�11 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO L NO NO VL VL VL NO NO NO

�̃�12 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO L NO VL NO L H NO H NO

�̃�13 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

�̃�14 H NO VL VL VL NO NO NO VL NO VL VL VL NO NO NO NO

�̃�15 VL VL NO NO NO VL NO L NO NO L VL VL VL NO NO NO

�̃�16 VL VL NO NO NO NO L NO L L VL VL VL L VL NO NO

�̃�17 VH VH VH VH VH VH NO VH VL L VH VH L H VH NO NO

Fig. 5. The impact of final risks in the exploration and exploitation phase.
14
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Table 17

Corresponding fuzzy numbers for pairwise comparisons.

Identified 
Risk

𝑅1 𝑅2 𝑅3 𝑅4 𝑅5 𝑅6 𝑅7 𝑅8 𝑅9

𝑅10 𝑅11 𝑅12 𝑅13 𝑅14 𝑅15 𝑅16 𝑅17

�̃�1 (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0)
(.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (1, .75, .5) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�2 (1, .75, .5) (.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5,.25) (.75,.5,.25) (.75,.5,.25) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5,.25) (.25, 0, 0)
(.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5,.25) (.75,.5,.25) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�3 (1, .75, .5) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)
(.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (1, .75, .5) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�4 (1, .75, .5) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)
(.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (1, .75, .5) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�5 (1,.75,.5) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)
(.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (1, .75, .5) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�6 (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (1, .75, .5)
(.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (1, .75, .5) (1, .75, .5) (1, .75, .5) (1, .75, .5) (.5, .25, 0)

�̃�7 (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)
(.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5,.25) (.75,.5,.25) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�8 (1, .75, .5) (1, .75, .5) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (1, .75, .5)
(.25, 0, 0) (1, .75, .5) (1, .75, .5) (1, .75, .5) (1, .75, .5) (.75,.5,.25) (1, .75, .5) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�9 (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)
(.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�10 (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5,.25) (.25, 0, 0)
(.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5,.25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5,.25) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�11 (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5,.25)
(.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�12 (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5,.25)
(.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5,.25) (1, .75, .5) (.25, 0, 0) (1, .75, .5) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�13 (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)
(.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�14 (1, .75, .5) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0)
(.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�15 (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5,.25) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)
(0.75,.5,.25) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�16 (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5, .25) (.25, 0, 0) (.75,.5,.25)
(.75,.5,.25) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.75,.5,.25) (.5, .25, 0) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

�̃�17 (1, 1, .75) (1, 1, .75) (1, 1, .75) (1, 1, .75) (1, 1, .75) (1, 1, .75) (.25, 0, 0) (1, 1, .75) (.5, .25, 0)
(.75,.5,.25) (1, 1, .75) (1, 1,.75) (.75,.5,.25) (1,.75,.5) (1, 1,.75) (.25, 0, 0) (.25, 0, 0)

Table 18

The normalized accumulated expert opinion matrix.

Identified 
Risk

𝑅1 𝑅2 𝑅3 𝑅4 𝑅5 𝑅6 𝑅7 𝑅8 𝑅9

𝑅10 𝑅11 𝑅12 𝑅13 𝑅14 𝑅15 𝑅16 𝑅17

�̃�1 (0,0,.25) (.53,.28,.03) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.58,.33,.08) (.53,.28,.03)
(0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (1, .76, .51) (0,0,.25) (.5, .25, 0) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)

�̃�2 (1,.78,.53) (0,0,.25) (.68,.43,.18) (.51,.26, .5) (.73,.48,.23) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.25,.5,.75) (0,0,.25)
(0,0,.25) (.73,.48,.23) (.73,.48,.23) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)

�̃�3 (1,.78,.53) (.58,.33,.08) (0,0,.25) (.58,.33,.08) (.58,.33,.08) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)
(0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (1, .9, .79) (0,0,.25) (.58,.33,.08) (0,0,.25)

�̃�4 (1, .78, .53) (.58,.33,.08) (.58,.33,.08) (0,0,.25) (.58,.33,.08) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)
(0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.6,.25,.21) (0,0,.25) (.58,.33,.08) (0,0,.25)

�̃�5 (1,.78,.53) (.58,.33,.08) (.58,.33,.08) (.58,.33,.08) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)
(0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.9,.65,.4) (0,0,.25) (.58,.33,.08) (0,0,.25)

�̃�6 (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.68,.43,.18) (1, .8, .55)
(0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.15) (.55,.3,.15) (1,.8, .55) (1, .8, .55) (1, .8, .55) (1, .8, .55) (0,0,.25)

�̃�7 (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)
(0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)
(0,0,.25) (.56,.31,.06) (.6,.35,.1) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)

(continued on next page)
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Table 18 (continued)

Identified 
Risk

𝑅1 𝑅2 𝑅3 𝑅4 𝑅5 𝑅6 𝑅7 𝑅8 𝑅9

𝑅10 𝑅11 𝑅12 𝑅13 𝑅14 𝑅15 𝑅16 𝑅17

�̃�8 (.9,.65,.4) (.93,.71,.46) (.51,.26,.01) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (.5, .25, 0) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (1, .8,.55)
(0,0,.25) (1,.88,.73) (0.96,.71,.46) (1,.81,.56) (1, .75, .5) (.75,.5,.25) (1, .75, .5) (0,0,.25)

�̃�9 (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,.25, .5) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)
(0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)

�̃�10 (.55,.3,.05) (.91,.66,.41) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0, .25, .5) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25)
(0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)

�̃�11 (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0, .25, .5) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05)
(0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)

�̃�12 (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0, .25, .5) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05)
(0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25)

�̃�13 (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,.25, .5) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)
(0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)

�̃�14 (1, .76, .51) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05)
(0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)

�̃�15 (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25)
(0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)

�̃�16 (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25) (0, .25, .5) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (.55,.3,.05)
(.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (.55,.3,.05) (0,0,.25) (0,0,0.25)

�̃�17 (1, 1,.75) (1, 1,.75) (1, 1,.75) (1, 1,.75) (1, 1,.75) (1, 1,.75) (0,0,.25) (1, 1,.75) (.55,.3,.05)
(.7,.45,.2) (1, 1,.75) (1, 1,.75) (.7,.45, .2) (1, 1,.75) (1, 1,.75) (0,0,.25) (0,0,.25)
Table 19

The result of the DEMTEL technique for the bottom section of triangular fuzzy.

Result R J R+J R-J

𝑅1 0.081 0.502 0.583 -0.4211
𝑅2 0.2305 0.239 0.4695 -0.0085
𝑅3 0.1984 0.1422 0.3406 0.0562
𝑅4 0.1352 0.1224 0.2576 0.0128
𝑅5 0.1574 0.1482 0.3056 0.0092
𝑅6 0.3931 0.0936 0.4867 0.2995
𝑅7 0.0204 0.0058 0.0263 0.0146
𝑅8 0.5454 0.1731 0.7185 0.3723
𝑅9 0.0058 0.184 0.1898 -0.1781
𝑅10 0.0924 0.0292 0.1217 0.0632
𝑅11 0.0243 0.2792 0.3035 -0.2549
𝑅12 0.1294 0.247 0.3764 -0.1177
𝑅13 0 0.3074 0.3074 -0.3074
𝑅14 0.1094 0.4821 0.5915 -0.3727
𝑅15 0.0545 0.1998 0.2543 -0.1453
𝑅16 0.0617 0.2458 0.3075 -0.18411
𝑅17 1.1621 0 1.1621 1.1621

Table 20

The result of the DEMTEL technique for the middle section of triangular fuzzy.

Result R J R+J R-J

𝑅1 0.1825 0.6117 0.7942 -0.4291
𝑅2 0.3593 0.3891 0.7484 -0.0297
𝑅3 0.2921 0.2488 0.5409 0.0433
𝑅4 0.246 0.2289 0.4749 0.0171
𝑅5 0.2712 0.2536 0.5248 0.0176
𝑅6 0.4601 0.129 0.5891 0.3311
𝑅7 0.0648 0.0249 0.0897 0.0399
𝑅8 0.7238 0.2772 1.001 0.4467
𝑅9 0.0249 0.3492 0.3741 -0.3243
𝑅10 0.2271 0.0622 0.2894 0.1649
𝑅11 0.1074 0.43 0.5374 -0.3225
𝑅12 0.2366 0.4509 0.6876 -0.2143
𝑅13 0 0.5198 0.5198 -0.5198
𝑅14 0.2803 0.6387 0.9191 -0.3584
𝑅15 0.248 0.2809 0.5288 -0.0329
𝑅16 0.2797 0.3533 0.633 -0.0737
𝑅17 1.2443 0 1.2443 1.2443

Table 21

The result of the DEMTEL technique for the above section of triangular fuzzy.

Result R J R+J R-J

𝑅1 0.9096 1.5353 2.4449 -0.6257

𝑅2 1.1485 1.199 2.3475 -0.0505

𝑅3 1.0551 0.9872 2.0423 0.0679

𝑅4 0.9971 0.9591 1.9562 0.038

𝑅5 1.0406 0.9936 2.0342 0.047

𝑅6 1.322 0.8109 2.1329 0.5111

𝑅7 0.7316 0.6869 1.4185 0.0447

𝑅8 1.6718 1.0105 2.6823 0.6613

𝑅9 0.6766 1.1738 1.8504 -0.4972

𝑅10 1.0082 0.7408 1.749 0.2674

𝑅11 0.8008 1.2265 2.0274 -0.4257

𝑅12 0.9632 1.2256 2.1888 -0.2624

𝑅13 0.6407 1.3319 1.9726 -0.6912

𝑅14 1.0337 1.4804 2.5141 -0.4467

𝑅15 1.0018 0.9955 1.9973 0.0063

𝑅16 1.0549 1.1115 2.1664 -0.0567

𝑅17 2.0533 0.6407 2.694 1.4126

The results showed that the risk of political and economic sanctions, 
lack of attraction of foreign investors in project implementation, sanc-
tioning of specialized consultations by foreign companies, and lack of 
necessary infrastructure in the region for the implementation of indus-
trial projects in the first priority up to Fourth is in the analysis of above 
numbers of triangular fuzzy.

In order to determine the final ranks and design the impact model 
Table 22 is deffuzzified as follows [35], [36]

As is clear from the calculations, 𝑅17 has the greatest impact. This 
means that it also affects a large number of risks and has the greatest 
impact. Fig. 5 shows the impact of the final risks in the exploration and 
exploitation phase (see Table 23).

As it can be seen in the figure above, each factor at the highest point 
of the model (RJ) can affect the highest number of factors, and each 
factor on the right side of the model (R + J) can have the greatest im-
pact on other factors. The results also indicated that the political and 
16
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Table 22

Fuzzy R+J and R-J relations.

R-J R+J 𝐽𝑙 𝐽𝑚 𝐽𝑢 𝐽𝑙 𝐽𝑚 𝐽𝑢

-1.4543 -0.4292 0.4076 0.583 0.7942 2.4449 0.502 0.6117 1.5353 0.081 0.1825 0.9096

-0.9685 -0.0298 0.9095 0.4695 0.7484 2.3475 0.239 0.3891 1.199 0.2305 0.3593 1.1485

-0.7888 0.0433 0.9129 0.3406 0.5409 2.0423 0.1422 0.2488 0.9872 0.1984 0.2921 1.0551

-0.8239 0.0171 0.8747 0.2576 0.4749 1.9562 0.1224 0.2289 0.9591 0.1352 0.246 0.9971

-0.8362 0.0176 0.8924 0.3056 0.5248 2.0342 0.1482 0.2536 0.9936 0.1574 0.2712 1.0406

-0.4178 0.4178 1.2284 0.4867 0.5891 2.1329 0.0936 0.129 0.8109 0.3931 0.4601 1.322

-0.6665 0.0399 0.7258 0.0262 0.0897 1.4185 0.0058 0.0249 0.6869 0.0204 0.0648 0.7316

-0.4651 0.4466 1.4987 0.7185 1.001 2.6823 0.1731 0.2772 1.0105 0.5454 0.7238 1.6718

-1.168 -0.3243 0.4926 0.1898 0.3741 1.8504 0.184 0.3492 1.1738 0.0058 0.0249 0.6766

-0.6484 0.1649 0.979 0.1216 0.2893 1.749 0.0292 0.0622 0.7408 0.0924 0.2271 1.0082

-1.2022 -0.3226 0.5216 0.3035 0.5374 2.0273 0.2792 0.43 1.2265 0.0243 0.1074 0.8008

-1.0962 -0.2143 0.7162 0.3764 0.6875 2.1888 0.247 0.4509 1.2256 0.1294 0.2366 0.9632

-1.3319 -0.5198 0.3333 0.3074 0.5198 1.9726 0.3074 0.5198 1.3319 0 0 0.6407

-1.371 -0.3584 0.55163 0.5915 0.919 2.5141 0.4821 0.6387 1.4804 0.1094 0.2803 1.0337

-0.941 -0.0329 0.802 0.2543 0.5289 1.9973 0.1998 0.2809 0.9955 0.0545 0.248 1.0018

-1.0498 -0.0736 0.8091 0.3075 0.633 2.1664 0.2458 0.3533 1.1115 0.0617 0.2797 1.0549

0.5214 1.2443 2.0533 1.1621 1.2443 2.694 0 0 0.6407 1.1621 1.2443 2.0533
Table 23

Final defuzzificated results.

Result R-J R+J

𝑅1 -0.476 1.154

𝑅2 -0.030 1.078

𝑅3 0.053 0.866

𝑅4 0.021 0.791

𝑅5 0.023 0.847

𝑅6 0.368 0.949

𝑅7 0.035 0.406

𝑅8 0.482 1.351

𝑅9 -0.331 0.697

𝑅10 0.165 0.612

𝑅11 -0.331 0.851

𝑅12 -0.202 0.985

𝑅13 -0.510 0.830

𝑅14 -0.384 1.236

𝑅15 -0.051 0.827

𝑅16 -0.097 0.935

𝑅17 -1.266 1.586

economic sanction is at the top of the model. Therefore, it affects the 
greatest number of factors. The non-attraction of foreign investors in 
the implementation of the projects and Banning professional consulta-
tion by foreign companies occupy the other positions in terms of their 
effects on other factors. In addition, political and economic sanction is 
located at the rightmost point the model, occupying the first place in 
terms of intensity. Also, the non-attraction of foreign investors in the 
implementation of the projects and the failure of contractors and con-
sultants to consider minus requirements in tenders and their failure to 
consider the project final cost and estimate profit and loss occupy the 
next positions.

4.4. Fuzzy ANP results

To better understand the effect of the indexes, the threshold value 
must be specified so that the low-effect relationships are filtered out and 
removed from the model. In other words, only the effects are displayed 
that their value in the matrix T exceeds the threshold. According to 
the experts, the threshold covers the effects that are below the lower 
limit. To determine the threshold, the fuzzy matrix was defuzzificated 
and a DEMATEL analysis was performed for it. Then the defuzzificated 
threshold was estimated to be 0.05. In other words, the relations whose 
17
impact was higher than 0.05 were determined in the total impact matrix 
as shown in Table 24. [35], [36]:

As it can be seen, only the factors whose interrelationship exceeds 
0.05 are entered into the ANP questionnaire, and other relationships are 
considered to be zero due to their low importance. The initial relation 
matrix based on the above results is presented in Table 25.

Table 26 displays the normalized matrix.
Accordingly, the normalized weights of the risk impact matrix were 

determined. Then, in order to determine the weight of each risk, the 
risks were initially classified based on PMBOK standard into seven cat-
egories including time and cost, human resources, quality, contract, 
score, communication, and others, and the final risks of each index were 
determined in Fig. 6

Once the model has been identified, the main categories should be 
compared and weighted first. Each group of risks is then compared and 
weighted. Categories with single risks are weighted 1. The three cate-
gories of quality, range and other risks have only one risk. In addition, 
two categories of human resources and contract have two risks, the 
weight of which was determined by experts in the questionnaire. In 
order to achieve the purpose of the research, paired comparisons ques-
tionnaires were designed and distributed among experts. According to 
the fuzzy approach in this study, the verbal expressions and fuzzy num-
bers in Table 27 were used.

In this section, according to Fig. 7, pairwise comparisons are made 
and using the modified method of [37], [38] [39], [35] the compo-
nent weights were obtained and prioritized accordingly. In this software 
Gogus and Butcher method was used to calculate compatibility. The fol-
lowing tables show the geometric mean of expert opinions. In the last 
column of these tables, the special vector is shown. The following ex-
ample tables for explaining how to calculate the eigen vector and the 
geometric mean.

The following figures and tables (see Fig. 8 and Tables 28, 29, 30, 
31, 32, 33, 34 and 35) show the final weights for each risk category:

As it can be seen, cost and time have the highest weight followed by 
quality risks and other major risks.

As it is shown, economic and political sanctions have the highest 
weight followed by the attraction of foreign investors and the lack of the 
regional infrastructure which occupied the second and third positions.

5. Conclusions

Neyr Perse Company is one of the most important companies in the 
field of exploration and exploitation of oil projects whose operations 
are always exposed to risks. Considering the importance and necessity 
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Table 24

The effects higher than the threshold in the total impact matrix.

𝑅𝑙 𝑅2 𝑅3 𝑅4 𝑅5 𝑅6 𝑅7 𝑅8 𝑅9 𝑅𝑙0 𝑅𝑙1

𝑅𝑙2 𝑅𝑙3 𝑅𝑙4 𝑅𝑙5 𝑅𝑙6 𝑅17

𝑅1 0.0147 0.0303 0.0099 0.0095 0.01 0.0087 0.0073 0.0332 0.03 0.0076 0.0129

0.0126 0.073 0.0134 0.0261 0.011 0.0071

𝑅2 0.0833 0.0169 0.0441 0.0303 0.0484 0.0098 0.0085 0.0498 0.0166 0.0087 0.0516

0.0516 0.0207 0.0232 0.0129 0.0176 0.0081

𝑅3 0.0841 0.0371 0.0132 0.0352 0.03591 0.0088 0.0085 0.0124 0.014 0.0088 0.0142

0.0142 0.018 0.0867 0.0115 0.035 0.0078

𝑅4 0.0808 0.0365 0.0344 0.0114 0.0346 0.0085 0.0082 0.0119 0.0126 0.0084 0.0128

0.0128 0.0164 0.0429 0.011 0.0344 0.0075

𝑅5 0.0825 0.0368 0.0351 0.0346 0.0127 0.0087 0.0084 0.0122 0.0133 0.0086 0.0135

0.0136 0.0173 0.0663 0.0113 0.0347 0.0076

𝑅6 0.0238 0.0172 0.0132 0.013 0.0133 0.0119 0.0105 0.0447 0.0808 0.0108 0.0425

0.0425 0.0851 0.084 0.0766 0.0783 0.0089

𝑅7 0.0106 0.0088 0.008 0.0078 0.008 0.0072 0.0066 0.008 0.0096 0.0069 0.0309

0.0347 0.0104 0.012 0.0081 0.01 0.0064

𝑅8 0.0816 0.0745 0.0341 0.0322 0.0335 0.0286 0.0119 0.018 0.0845 0.0123 0.0922

0.0793 0.0914 0.0873 0.0542 0.0795 0.0103

𝑅9 0.0101 0.0085 0.0077 0.0075 0.0077 0.007 0.0064 0.0078 0.0082 0.0066 0.0087

0.0087 0.0295 0.0098 0.0078 0.0082 0.0062

𝑅10 0.0389 0.0637 0.0118 0.0109 0.012 0.0087 0.0076 0.0324 0.0198 0.0079 0.0354

0.0355 0.0156 0.0358 0.0106 0.0127 0.0074

𝑅11 0.0122 0.0092 0.0099 0.0085 0.0087 0.0075 0.0069 0.0084 0.0303 0.0071 0.0102

0.0306 0.0316 0.0322 0.0084 0.0101 0.0067

𝑅12 0.017 0.0117 0.0104 0.0102 0.0105 0.0084 0.0089 0.0095 0.0337 0.0091 0.0338

0.0266 0.0353 0.0678 0.0106 0.0704 0.0075

𝑅13 0.0099 0.0084 0.0075 0.0074 0.0075 0.0069 0.0063 0.0076 0.0081 0.0065 0.0085

0.0085 0.0089 0.0096 0.0076 0.008 0.0061

𝑅14 0.0768 0.0132 0.031 0.0308 0.031 0.0085 0.0078 0.011 0.0328 0.0081 0.0319

0.0322 0.0369 0.0169 0.0106 0.0128 0.0076

𝑅15 0.0369 0.0326 0.0108 0.0103 0.0109 0.0292 0.0077 0.0319 0.0146 0.0079 0.0348

0.0349 0.0372 0.0369 0.0119 0.0139 0.0074

𝑅16 0.0367 0.033 0.0106 0.0101 0.0107 0.0089 0.0283 0.0117 0.0328 0.0285 0.0343

0.0347 0.0355 0.0354 0.0305 0.0116 0.0076

𝑅17 0.1313 0.1102 0.102 0.1004 0.1024 0.0934 0.0139 0.1029 0.0568 0.0478 0.1118

0.1119 0.0783 0.1191 0.1023 0.0388 0.0131

Table 25

The impact matrix (0, 1).

𝑅𝑙 𝑅2 𝑅3 𝑅4 𝑅5 𝑅6 𝑅7 𝑅8 𝑅9 𝑅𝑙0 𝑅𝑙1 𝑅𝑙2 𝑅𝑙3 𝑅𝑙4 𝑅𝑙5 𝑅𝑙6 𝑅𝑙7

𝑅1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

𝑅2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

𝑅4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

𝑅6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

𝑅7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

𝑅9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

𝑅13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅17 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
18
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Table 26

The normalized matrix.

𝑅𝑙 𝑅2 𝑅3 𝑅4 𝑅5 𝑅6 𝑅7 𝑅8 𝑅9 𝑅𝑙0 𝑅𝑙1 𝑅𝑙2 𝑅𝑙3 𝑅𝑙4 𝑅𝑙5 𝑅𝑙6 𝑅𝑙7

𝑅1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.25 0 0 0 0
𝑅2 0.142 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.333 0.333 0 0 0 0 0
𝑅3 0.142 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0 0 0
𝑅4 0.142 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
𝑅5 0.142 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0 0 0
𝑅6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.333 0 0 0 0.25 0.2 0.333 0.333 0
𝑅7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
𝑅8 0.142 0.333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.333 0 0.333 0.333 0.25 0.2 0.333 0.333 0
𝑅9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
𝑅10 0 0.333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
𝑅11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
𝑅12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0 0.333 0
𝑅13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
𝑅14 0.142 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
𝑅15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
𝑅16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
𝑅17 0.142 0.333 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.333 0 0.333 0.333 0.25 0.2 0.333 0 0

Fig. 6. Risk-relation matrix based on DEMATEL results in fuzzy ANP software.
Table 27

Fuzzy spectrum and corresponding verbal expressions.

No. Verbal expressions Fuzzy number

1 Totally equal preference (1,1,1)

2 Almost equal preference (0.5,1,1.5)

3 Low preference (1,1.5,2)

4 Highly preference (1.5,2,2.5)

5 Very High preference (2,2.5,3)

6 Totally High preference (2.5,3,3.5)

Fig. 7. The final weight matrix for criteria in terms of oil exploration and ex-
ploitation risks.

of risk management in the company’s projects, this study proposed a 
hybrid model of risks presented in the Project Management Body of 
Knowledge (PMBOK) in order to structure and rank these risks using 
19
Fig. 8. The final weight matrix for sub-criteria in terms of oil exploration and 
exploitation risks.

the expert opinions. The results showed the weight factor (importance) 
of the risks under analysis. Accordingly, economic and political sanc-
tions were found to have the highest weight followed by the attraction 
of foreign investors and the lack of the regional infrastructure which 
occupied the second and third positions. Based on the results and the 
qualitative and quantitative approach taken in this study, a couple of 
suggestions are provided to the officials of Neyr Perse Company:

1. Managers of the company are recommended to plan and counteract 
the risks by continuously recognizing and assessing the company’s 
risks. Without the use of scientific methods, the decisions made by 
the manager may deviate a lot from reality and compensating for 
themistakes made in the decision may be costly.

2. Managers of the company can take decisions based on a combi-
nation of approaches derived from theories and previous studies, 
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Table 28

Mean paired comparisons to the risk of oil exploration and exploitation.

Risks Cost and Time Human Resource Quality Contract Scope Others Eigen Vector

Cost and Time (1,1,1) (1.5,2,2.5) (0.5,1,1.5) (1,1.5,2) (2,2.5,3) (1,1.5,2) (0.174,0.243,0.306)

Human Resource (0.4,0.5,0.667) (1,1,1) (0.5,0.667,1) (0.667,1,2) (0.5,0.667,1) (0.5,0.667,1) (0.092,0.118,0.17)

Quality (0.667,1,2) (1,1.5,2) (1,1,1) (1,1.5,2) (0.5,1,1.5)) (0.5,1,1.5) (0.12,0.186,0.263)

Contract (0.5,0.667,1) (0.5,1,1.5) (0.5,0.667,1) (1,1,1) (1,1.5,2) (0.667,1,2) (0.107,0.152,0.219)

Scope (0.333,0.4,0.5) (1,1.5,2) (0.667,1,2) (0.5,0.667,1) (1,1,1) (0.667,1,2) (0.105,0.139,0.204)

Others (0.5,0.667,1) (1,1.5,2) (0.667,1,2) (0.5,1,1.5) (0.5,1,1.5) (1,1,1) (0.107,0.162,0.234)

Table 29

Mean paired comparisons to Time and Cost.

Time and 
Cost

𝑅𝑙 𝑅2 𝑅3 𝑅4 𝑅5 𝑅6 𝑅7 𝑅8 𝑅9

𝑅10 Eigen Vector

𝑅𝑙 (1,1,1) (.5,.667,1) (1.5,2,2.5) (2,2.5,3) (2,2.5,3) (.5,1,1.5) (2.5,3,3.5) (.333,.4,.5) (2,2.5,3)
(2.5,3,3.5) (.107,.137,.169)

𝑅2 (1,1.5,2) (1,1,1) (2,2.5,3) (2,2.5,3) (2,2.5,3) (1.5,2,2.5) (2.5,3,3.5) (1,1,1) (2.5,3,3.5)
(2.5,3,3.5) (.15,.182,.212)

𝑅3 (.4,.5,.667) (.333,.4,.5) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (.5,1,1.5) (.4,.5,.667) (.5,1,1.5) (.286,.333,.4) (.5,.667,1)
(1,1,1) (.048,.061,.076)

𝑅4 (.333,.4,.5) (.333,.4,.5) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (.4,.5,.667) (.667,1,2) (.286,.333,.4) (1,1,1)
(1,1,1) (.055,.062,.073)

𝑅5 (.333,.4,.5) (.333,.4,.5) (.667,1,2) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (.4,.5,.667) (.5,1,1.5) (.286,.333,.4) (.667,1,2)
(1,1,1) (.049,.062,.081)

𝑅6 (.667,1,2) (.4,.5,.667) (1.5,2,2.5) (1.5,2,2.5) (1.5,2,2.5) (1,1,1) (.4,.5,.667) (.286,.333,.4) (.5,.667,1)
(.667,1,2) (.064,.082,.113)

𝑅7 (.286,.333,.4) (.286,.333,.4) (.667,1,2) (.5,1,1.5) (.667,1,2) (1.5,2,2.5) (1,1,1) (.286,.333,.4) (.5,.667,1)
(.667,1,2) (.049,.066,.095)

𝑅8 (2,2.5,3) (1,1,1) (2.5,3,3.5) (2.5,3,3.5) (2.5,3,3.5) (2.5,3,3.5) (2.5,3,3.5) (1,1,1) (2.5,3,3.5)
(2.5,3,3.5) (.181,.21,.239)

𝑅9 (.333,.4,.5) (.286,.333,.4) (1,1.5,2) (1,1,1) (.5,1,1.5) (1,1.5,2) (1,1.5,2) (.286,.333,.4) (.22,.266,.309)
(1,1.5,2) (.058,.077,.095)

𝑅10 (.286,.333,.4) (.286,.333,.4) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (.5,1,1.5) (.5,1,1.5) (.286,.333,.4) (.5,.667,1)
(1,1,1) (.05,.061,.073)

Table 30

Mean paired comparisons to Time and Cost.

Time and Cost Human Resource Quality Contract Others Eigen Vector

Human Resource (1,1,1) (0.5,0.667,1) (1,1.5,2) (0.5,1,1.5) (0.174,0.246,0.323)

Quality (1,1.5,2) (1,1,1) (1,1.5,2) (0.5,1,1.5) (0.207,0.301,0.385)

Contract (0.5,0.667,1) (0.5,0.667,1) (1,1,1) (0.5,0.667,1) (0.146,0.181,0.246)

Others (0.667,1,2) (0.667,1,2) (1,1.5,2) (1,1,1) (0.201,0.272,0.413)

Table 31

Mean paired comparisons to 𝑅𝑙 .

𝑅𝑙 𝑅𝑙3 𝑅2 𝑅3 𝑅4 𝑅5 𝑅8 𝑅𝑙4 𝑅𝑙7 Eigen Vector

𝑅𝑙3 (1,1,1) (.333,.4,.5) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (.4,.5,.667) (.5,.667,1) (.286,.333,.4) (.067,.075,.086)

𝑅2 (2,2.5,3) (1,1,1) (2,2.5,3) (2,2.5,3) (2,2.5,3) (.5,1,1.5) (2,2.5,3) (.5,.667,1) (.144,.187,.231)

𝑅3 (1,1,1) (.333,.4,.5) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (.5,1,1.5) (.4,.5,.667) (.667,1,2) (.286,.333,.4) (.064,.079,.099)

𝑅4 (1,1,1) (.333,.4,.5) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (.4,.5,.667) (.667,1,2) (.286,.333,.4) (.065,.077,.099)

𝑅5 (1,1,1) (.333,.4,.5) (.667,1,2) (1,1,1) (1,1,1) (.333,.4,.5) (.667,1,2) (.286,.333,.4) (0.065,0.077,0.099)

𝑅8 (1.5,2,2.5) (.667,1,2) (1.5,2,2.5) (1.5,2,2.5) (2,2.5,3) (1,1,1) (2,2.5,3) (.286,.333,.4) (.125,.157,.2)

𝑅𝑙4 (1,1.5,2) (.333,.4,.5) (.5,1,1.5) (.5,1,1.5) (.5,1,1.5) (.333,.4,.5) (1,1,1) (.286,.333,0.4) (.055,.081,.105)

𝑅17 (2.5,3,3.5) (1,1.5,2) (2.5,3,3.5) (2.5,3,3.5) (2.5,3,3.5) (2.5,3,3.5) (2.5,3,3.5) (1,1,1) (.22,.266,.309)
20
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Table 32

The result of mean paired comparisons to each risk and consistency/inconsis-
tency of expert’s opinions.

Risks 𝐶𝑅𝑔 𝐶𝑅𝑚 Consistent or inconsistent

Time and Cost 0.077 0.025 consistent
Human Resource 0.058 0.007 consistent
Quality 0.065 0.009 consistent
Contract 0.053 0.007 consistent
Others 0.061 0.013 consistent

Table 33

The result of mean paired comparisons to each risk and consistency/inconsis-
tency of expert’s opinions.

Risks 𝐶𝑅𝑔 𝐶𝑅𝑚 Consistent or inconsistent

𝑅𝑙 0.033 0.009 consistent
𝑅2 0.094 0.029 consistent
𝑅3 0.034 0.004 consistent
𝑅4 0.027 0.009 consistent
𝑅5 0.017 0.009 consistent
𝑅6 0.073 0.025 consistent
𝑅7 0.048 0.025 consistent
𝑅8 0.049 0.014 consistent
𝑅9 0.017 0.009 consistent
𝑅𝑙0 0.036 0.014 consistent
𝑅𝑙1 0.056 0.025 consistent
𝑅𝑙2 0.036 0.007 consistent
𝑅𝑙3 0.083 0.019 consistent
𝑅𝑙4 0.043 0.014 consistent
𝑅𝑙5 0.013 0.001 consistent
𝑅𝑙6 0.065 0.009 consistent
𝑅𝑙7 0.043 0.012 consistent

Table 34

The final weight matrix for criteria in terms of oil exploration and exploitation 
risks.

Final rank Final fuzzy weight 
of components

Final fuzzy weight Component

1 0.286 (0.179,0.28,0.417) Cost and time

6 0.115 (0.071,0.111,0.179) Human resources

2 0.18 (0.105,0.176,0.275) Cost and time

5 0.126 (0.079,0.122,0.193) Contract

4 0.158 (0.112,0.152,0.228) Scope

3 0.166 (0.097,0.16,0.261) Other risks

Table 35

The final weight matrix for sub-criteria in terms of oil exploration and exploita-
tion risks.

Final rank Final fuzzy weight 
of components

Final fuzzy weight Component

5 0.09 (0.06,0.085,0.136) 𝑅1

3 0.099 (0.056,0.095,0.154) 𝑅2

12 0.02 (0.009,0.018,0.04) 𝑅3

13 0.02 (0.01,0.019,0.034) 𝑅4

14 0.019 (0.008,0.018,0.036) 𝑅5

4 0.091 (0.045,0.085,0.163) 𝑅6

17 0.015 (0.008,0.014,0.028) 𝑅7

2 0.122 (0.057,0.112,0.227) 𝑅8

11 0.036 (0.017,0.032,0.068) 𝑅9

16 0.017 (0.008,0.016,0.032) 𝑅10

7 0.063 (0.027,0.058,0.119) 𝑅11

6 0.085 (0.037,0.078,0.161) 𝑅12

15 0.017 (0.008,0.016,0.032) 𝑅13

10 0.045 (0.02,0.041,0.087) 𝑅14

9 0.052 (0.024,0.048,0.095) 𝑅15

8 0.059 (0.026,0.055,0.11) 𝑅16

1 0.223 (0.107,0.209,0.397) 𝑅17

documentation, and global and national standards, risk manage-
ment instructions such as PMBOK, as well as the opinions of the 
experts and managers of the company that are the result of their 
expertise and experience, and thus contribute to promoting the po-
sition of the company and the achievement of its goals.

3. The structuring of identified risks helps managers analyze the ex-
tent to which the risks can affect and be affected and recognize that 
the degree to which the improvement in each of the risks can be ef-
fective in improving other risks. In this way, managers can identify 
the domino effect of risks and focus their attention on those risks 
whose improvement can change the entire model.

4. There is no possibility of changing some of the risks for man-
agers, and some of the risks have features that managers should 
pay attention to when making decisions. The use of multi-criteria 
decision-making techniques helps them to prioritize risks.

5. Given the uncertainty in the risk management environment and the 
importance of using fuzzy logic to control ambiguity and complex-
ity in this environment, a combination of techniques used with the 
fuzzy approach can help the company’s manager to reduce the am-
biguity and complexity inherent in decision making and get better 
and more realistic results by using verbal descriptions.

6. Mixed approaches allow managers and decision makers to have 
a set of tools that can both take into account the collective opin-
ions of experts and construct a structuring and ranking model using 
structuring and multi-criteria decision-making approaches in order 
to improve their decisions.
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